Make this little Love Bug for your special “Love Bug!”

Supplies in kit
- heart wing templates
- 1 strip of colorful dot stickers
- 1 strip of black dot stickers
- 1 craft stick
- 2 antennae
- 2 tiny hearts

What you’ll need from home
- glue stick or liquid school glue
- scissors
- marker

Directions
1. Trim the raw edges of the heart shapes, and glue the hearts to one side of the craft stick.

2. Turn the craft stick over and add the colored dot stickers down the craft stick (overlap them a tiny bit if you want them all to fit). Add 3 black dots to each heart wing. Save 2 dots for the top of the antennae.
3. Turn the craft stick over and glue on the two antennae. Turn the craft stick over to the front again and add a black dot to the top of each antenna.

4. Place a heart on the sticky side of each black dot on the antennae. Then turn back over to add your finishing touches.

5. Add anything you like to personalize your creation and make your Love Bug extra fancy!

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

The Big Book of Bugs by Yuval Sommer
I Love Bugs by Philemon Sturgess
I Like Bugs by Margaret Wise Brown
Miss Spider’s Tea Party by David Kirk
Go Bugs Go! by Jessica Spanyol

PLEASE VISIT PROVATH.ORG OR CALL 401-421-6970 FOR CURRENT HOURS